Background:




WIAA has paired Metro 3A with NWC 3A for regional wrestling
The Metro has 15 schools, NWC has 2
Metro and NWC cannot agree on a regional format

Our disagreement is based upon representation at the regional tournament. NWC athletes under a 7/1 regional format
would be the only wrestlers in the state that would be subjected to single elimination. WIAA Mission statement calls for
fair treatment of all athletes. It is our belief that single elimination for only one league in the state is unfair to those
athletes from the NWC.
Proposals:
All four proposals are based upon Metro’s numerical advantage, but honoring the right of NWC wrestlers to a double
elimination post season.
Option #1
In order to afford the NWC athletes the same double elimination opportunities that are given statewide to all wrestlers,
NWC will concede is 1 automatic entry at regionals. NWC will accept two .5 entries and pigtail in both wrestlers. NWC
#1 vs. Metro #8 & NWC #2 vs. Metro #7.
This proposal recognizes that there may end up being some weights with no NWC representation, but we view the
importance of being treated equally with the rest of the state wrestlers as paramount.

Option 2
Maintain the current 8 man bracket that Metro has proposed (7 Metro – 1 NWC) but allow the NWC #2 to pigtail against
the Metro #7. This would allow the NWC #2 wrestler an opportunity to wrestle his way into the tournament. The pigtail
matches would be wrestled before the regional tournament.
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Option 3
This calls for a 10-man regional bracket with representation of 8 Metro wrestlers and 2 NWC wrestlers. This 10-man
bracket can be completed in one day.

Option 4
Expansion of the region to a 16-man bracket. This would require wrestling to take place on Friday. The tournament
would include 14 Metro wrestlers and 2 NWC wrestlers. Metro will gain double the entries into regionals as will NWC. A
tournament of this magnitude will increase the exposure of our sport in the greater Seattle area. NWC will pay fees
associated with Friday wrestling.

